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Abstract: According to the AdS/CFT correspondence, the geometries of certain space-
times are fully determined by quantum states that live on their boundaries — indeed, by
the von Neumann entropies of portions of those boundary states. This work investigates
to what extent the geometries can be reconstructed from the entropies in polynomial time.
Bouland, Fefferman, and Vazirani (2019) argued that the AdS/CFT map can be exponen-
tially complex if one wants to reconstruct regions such as the interiors of black holes. Our
main result provides a sort of converse: we show that, in the special case of a single 1D
boundary divided into N “atomic regions”, if the input data consists of a list of entropies of
contiguous boundary regions, and if the entropies satisfy a single inequality called Strong
Subadditivity, then we can construct a graph model for the bulk in linear time. Moreover,
the bulk graph is planar, it has O(N2) vertices (the information-theoretic minimum), and
it’s “universal”, with only the edge weights depending on the specific entropies in question.
From a combinatorial perspective, our problem boils down to an “inverse” of the famous
min-cut problem: rather than being given a graph and asked to find a min-cut, here we’re
given the values of min-cuts separating various sets of vertices, and need to find a weighted
undirected graph consistent with those values. Our solution to this problem relies on the
notion of a “bulkless” graph, which might be of independent interest for AdS/CFT. We also
make initial progress on the case of multiple 1D boundaries — where the boundaries could
be connected via wormholes — including an upper bound of O(N4) vertices whenever an
embeddable bulk graph exists (thus putting the problem into the complexity class NP).
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1 Introduction

The anti-de Sitter/conformal field theory or AdS/CFT correspondence is one of the most
important developments in theoretical physics of the past quarter century. AdS/CFT posits
a duality between two superficially different theories:

(i) a theory of quantum gravity in a D-dimensional “bulk” space with a negative cos-
mological constant (called anti-de Sitter or AdS space), and

(ii) a quantum field theory, with no gravity, that lives on1 the (D−1)-dimensional bound-
ary of the D-dimensional AdS space.

1Strictly speaking, since the two theories share the same Hilbert space, the field theory does not literally
live on the boundary of the bulk space, but rather on a copy of it: that is, on a space isometric to the
boundary. We will often elide such distinctions when speaking informally.
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Figure 1. Representation of the hyperbolic plane on the Poincaré disk. White lines denote
boundary-anchored geodesics. The piling up of fish at the boundary indicates that lengths be-
come infinite as they approach it. (Figure from https://www.d.umn.edu/~ddunham/dunbrid07.pdf,
modeled on Circle Limit III, M.C. Escher, 1959.)

The relation between the two theories is often called “holographic”; it necessarily fails
to respect spatial locality. Though it originally emerged from string theory, AdS/CFT is
now often discussed in the context of the black hole information problem and so on with
no explicit reference to strings.

The universe described by AdS/CFT is not our universe: among other differences, it
has a negative cosmological constant whereas ours appears to have a positive one. Never-
theless, AdS/CFT stands as the most explicit known example where a classical spacetime
emerges from more fundamental, quantum degrees of freedom, as envisioned by the “It
from Qubit” approach to physics.

What does it mean for the bulk and boundary theories to be “equivalent”? It means
that there’s a mapping, or “dictionary”, mapping all states and observables in one theory to
corresponding states and observables in the other, justifying the view that the two theories
are just different ways to look at the same underlying Hilbert space. This dictionary is
not yet completely known2 — indeed, the AdS side lacks an independent fully-rigorous
definition — but enough calculations have been done in both theories and have yielded the
same answers to convince most experts that the dictionary exists.

A key entry in the holographic dictionary is the Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) formula [1],
which equates the von Neumann entropy of a subregion of the boundary state with the
minimal area among all bulk surfaces that end on that boundary subregion (see figure 1).
Hence, if we are given a CFT state, we could imagine systematically reconstructing the
bulk geometry by looking at the entropies of various boundary subregions to determine

2Some string theorists would disagree.
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areas. In practice, we will not be able to reconstruct beyond event horizons in the bulk
spacetime (or, more generally, extremal surface barriers [2]), but we can nevertheless often
learn the metric in a large portion of the spacetime [3, 4].

The RT formula is extremely interesting from a quantum-information perspective be-
cause it implies that, in holographic states, entropies behave like areas, and thus must
satisfy all the same constraints that areas do. Entropies in all quantum states satisfy
certain inequalities, such as subadditivity and strong subadditivity:

S(ρAB) ≤ S(ρA) + S(ρB), S(ρABC) + S(ρB) ≤ S(ρAB) + S(ρBC). (1.1)

But entropies in holographic states must satisfy additional inequalities, such as monogamy
of mutual information [5]:

S(ρA) + S(ρB) + S(ρC) + S(ρABC) ≤ S(ρAB) + S(ρBC) + S(ρAC), (1.2)

as well as an infinite family of further inequalities [6]. Note that the difficult-sounding
problem of which boundary quantum states describe classical bulk geometries thereby gets
reduced to a much more concrete problem, of checking that a list of entropy inequalities is
satisfied.

It is natural to wonder just how simple AdS/CFT can be made. Can we see the main
ideas in a model scenario, without using the machinery of quantum field theory? Work
over the past decade has aimed to answer this: for instance, [7, 8] interpreted AdS/CFT
as literally an example of a quantum error-correcting code, while [9, 10] proposed tensor
networks which exhibit a form of the RT formula. Meanwhile, [6] proposed modeling the
bulk space by a weighted graph with finitely many vertices. In this case, minimal surfaces
turn into min-cuts: that is, sets of edges of minimum total weight that separate the graph
into disconnected components.

In this work, we seek to push the simplification process as far as possible. We dispense
entirely with the bulk spatial manifold and the boundary quantum state, and just proceed
directly from a list of entropies, for unions of “atomic” boundary regions, to a graph model
of the bulk — i.e., a weighted graph whose min-cuts correspond to the given entropies. We
ask both when this graph exists, and how easily it can be constructed when it does.

The mapping from entropies to a graph will not be unique. The mapping from the
graph to a full bulk geometry will also not be unique. Nevertheless, the graph can be
thought of as a particular coarse-graining of a geometry, or as the common data shared by
an equivalence class of possible geometries.

1.1 Our results

In the important case D = 2, where the spatial boundary consists of one or more circles,
we make significant progress. When the spatial boundary is a single circle divided into N
“atomic regions”, we show that a planar bulk graph is fully determined by the entropies
of the quadratically many contiguous boundary regions, and always exists provided those
entropies satisfy Strong Subadditivity. Furthermore, this graph has O(N2) vertices and is
universal, meaning that we can reproduce any valid vector of contiguous entropies merely
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by adjusting the graph’s edge weights. The mapping from contiguous entropies to edge
weights is just a linear transformation, and is computable in O(N2) time — linear in the
amount of input data.

The fact that we’re only trying to explain the entropies of contiguous boundary regions
is crucial here. Note that, assuming the bulk graph is planar, it’s already known how to
pass from the vector of contiguous entropies to the entropy of any desired non-contiguous
region: the work of [11] reduced that problem to an instance of minimum-weight bipartite
perfect matching, which is solvable in polynomial time. On the other hand, there are
also valid holographic states with non-contiguous entropies that violate the Bao-Chatwin-
Davies prescription. We can interpret these states as describing bulk graphs that fail to be
planar because they contain wormholes connecting faraway boundary regions.

Note also that, with D ≥ 3 bulk dimensions, there are already exp(N) contiguous
boundary regions, and the bulk reconstruction problem is much more complicated for that
reason, among others.

When there are multiple boundary regions, the resulting bulk geometry may have
wormholes connecting the boundaries, and the problem again becomes more complicated.
Although our main graph construction is unable to handle the multi-boundary case, we
prove some weaker results and no-go theorems.

1.2 The Ryu-Takayanagi formula and min-cut

For computer scientists, a striking feature of AdS/CFT is the role played by min-cuts,
a central concept in combinatorics and graph theory. Given a finite weighted undirected
graph G with real edge weights w(e) ≥ 0, as well as two disjoint sets of vertices R,R′,
a min-cut is a set C of edges of minimum total weight, W = ∑

e∈C w(e), whose removal
disconnects R from R′. The famous Max-Flow/Min-Cut theorem [12] says that W , the
weight of the min-cut, equals the maximum amount of “flow” that can be routed from R

to R′ via the edges of G, where the flow along any edge cannot exceed its weight, and the
total flow entering any vertex must equal the flow leaving it. Polynomial-time algorithms
to compute the min-cut, or equivalently max-flow, between R and R′ are staples of the
undergraduate CS curriculum, e.g., [13]. Nearly linear-time algorithms for these problems
were even recently achieved [14].

The connection between min-cuts and AdS/CFT comes via the RT formula discussed
previously. Recall what the RT formula says: that, up to tiny corrections, the area of a
minimal surface in the bulk separating a boundary region R from its complement is pro-
portional to S(ρR), the von Neumann entropy of the reduced quantum state of CFT on
region R, with the coefficient of proportionality given by 1/(4GN), with GN the gravita-
tional constant. When we replace manifolds by graphs, the geometric concept of a minimal
surface becomes precisely the combinatorial concept of a min-cut. Likewise, the problem
of constructing a bulk geometry to represent the boundary entropies, becomes the problem
of constructing a graph with prescribed min-cut values between various distinguished sets
of vertices.

Our concern, then, is with the “inverse” of the classic min-cut problem: rather than
being given a graph and asked to find a min-cut, we will be given a list of min-cut values
and asked to find a graph consistent with them.

– 4 –
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1.3 Previous work

Beyond the “It from Qubit” program in general, this paper was specifically inspired by
research into the entropies of subregions of holographic states — a line of work initiated
by [5, 6] and continued by, for example, [15–19].

For the most part, authors have focused either on generalizing to classes of states
beyond holographic states, or better mathematical understanding of the structure of the
space of holographic states, or ways of obtaining the Ryu-Takayanagi formula using tools
other than minimal surfaces. Our work does not fall into any of these categories. Instead,
we work directly with minimal areas, and are concerned with reproducing them as the
min-cuts of a graph.

As we review in section 2.2, [6] already considered the problem of going back and
forth between geometries and graphs, and gave a general method to obtain a graph given
a geometry and a set of subregions. Unfortunately, their method generically produces a
graph with a number of vertices doubly exponential in the number of regions. [11] later
explicitly studied the complexity of obtaining the minimal surfaces of regions in a given
geometry.

One central point of departure from these earlier works is that we never assume a
manifold or a metric. Instead, we take as input only a finite list of the entropies themselves,
and then try to pass directly to a graph model of the bulk — now taking care to minimize the
graph’s size, as well as the computational complexity of building the graph. As we’ll see, in
an important special case — namely, when we’re given as input the entropies of contiguous
regions along a 1D boundary — we’ll be able to construct a graph with O(N2) vertices in
linear time, a vast improvement over the doubly-exponential generic construction of [6].

Our work can be seen as a sort of converse to the widely-discussed paper of [20], on the
computational complexity of the holographic dictionary. Those authors argued that, when
the bulk geometry contains black holes or wormholes, the problem of reconstructing the
geometry from boundary data can be exponentially hard even for a quantum computer.
Indeed, they showed this task to be at least as hard as distinguishing various candidate
pseudorandom n-qubit states from Haar-random states. By contrast, this work aims to
show that, when the bulk lacks event horizons or nontrivial topology (or, more generally,
the extremal surfaces which create the “python’s lunch” phenomenon [21, 22]), its geometry
can be completely reconstructed from boundary data in classical polynomial time. We make
significant progress toward this conjecture by proving it in the special case of a single 1D
boundary.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Statement of the problem

In the previous section, we introduced the problem of reconstructing a bulk graph from
the entropies of boundary regions. In general, we might only have access to the entropies
of a limited set of subregions. Given a factorization of a finite-dimensional Hilbert space
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as an N -fold tensor-product,
H = ⊗N

i=1Hi, (2.1)

we can group the entropies of the various reduced density matrices constructible from a
state |Ψ〉 ∈ H into an entropy vector of length 2N−1 − 1,

~S (|Ψ〉) ≡ (S1, S2, . . . , SN , S1,2, S1,3, . . . , S1,N , . . . , SN−1,N , S1,2,3, . . .) , (2.2)

where Sa1,...,ak
is the von Neumann entropy of the reduced state ρa1,...,ak

on a1, . . . , ak, and
the indices are over all sets of elements in {1, . . . , N}, except that because of the purity of
|Ψ〉 there is a redundancy between the entropy of a set and that of its complement (and
S∅ = S1,...,N = 0 is omitted).

One possible approach would therefore be to start explicitly with a quantum state |Ψ〉 ∈
H and work with its entropy vector relative to some factorization. However, specifying the
state in, say, the field value basis would require a continuous function’s worth of degrees
of freedom, which would defeat our goal of working with purely discrete objects. Indeed,
the Hilbert space of a conformal field theory is infinite-dimensional and not isomorphic
to the tensor product of a finite number of smaller factors. In principle, these problems
could be cured by explicitly fixing an ultraviolet and infrared cutoff for the field theory, so
that the Hilbert space became explicitly finite-dimensional, but in practice this procedure
is difficult to carry out and sensitive to details of how the cutoff is implemented.

Our approach is simpler: we drop the demand that the entropies be derived from some
particular quantum state |Ψ〉. Instead, we take our input to be an abstract list of entropies,
either 2N−1 − 1 entries arranged into an entropy vector,

~S(N) ≡ (S1, S2, . . . , SN , S1,2, S1,3, . . . , S1,N , . . . , SN−1,N , S1,2,3, . . .) , (2.3)

or some subset of this list. For all i ∈ [N ], we will say that Si is an entropy of the ith
atomic region, and have in mind that the union of the N atomic regions comprises the entire
boundary. For example, as shown in figure 2, we could think of the N atomic regions as
subintervals of a spatial circle. In this case, it would be natural to think of the entropy
vector ~S(N) as derived from some collection of qubits (or qudits) living on the circle, but
we will not actually demand this. (We will return in section 5 to the question of when we
can construct a concrete quantum state with a specified entropy vector.)

To avoid excessive notation, we often label atomic regions by Latin letters A,B,C, . . . .
We write, for example, S(AC) for the entropy of AC ≡ A ∪ C, the union of the atomic
regions A and C.

The discrete bulk reconstruction problem can now be formulated as follows:

Problem 1 (discrete bulk reconstruction problem (DBRP)). We’re given as in-
put a list of atomic boundary regions labeled 1, . . . , N , a list of subsets of the regions
R1, . . . , Rk ⊆ [N ], and a real-valued entropy S(Ri) ≥ 0 for each Ri. The problem is to
construct a weighted undirected graph G, with N distinguished boundary vertices 1, . . . , N
that we identify with the atomic boundary regions, such that for each Ri, the weight of the
minimum cut separating Ri from the rest of the boundary vertices (i.e., from [N ]− Ri) is
equal to S(Ri). (Or to output that no such graph exists.)

– 6 –
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A B

CD

Figure 2. Division of the boundary into atomic regions.

When such a graph does exist, we would like to know if it is essentially unique, how
many vertices it has, whether it is planar, and so on.

2.2 Computability with doubly exponential vertices

A priori, one might worry that the DBRP could be uncomputable (equivalent to the halting
problem), with no upper bound f(N) on the number of bulk vertices needed as a function
of the number N of boundary vertices. Fortunately, the work of [6] showed that this is not
the case, and that f(N) = 22N vertices always suffice. Let us prove this for completeness.

Proposition 2 ([6]). Whenever a graph exists that solves the DBRP on a given set of
input data, there exists a (possibly identical) graph with at most 22N vertices that also
solves it.

Proof. By definition, any graph G solving the DBRP has N boundary vertices {v1, . . . , vN}.
For every subset S ⊂ {v1, . . . vN} of the boundary vertices, find the min-cut separating
S from {v1, . . . vN} − S. The min-cut divides the graph into two subgraphs; call the one
containing S the “RT region of S.” There are 2N distinct subsets of boundary vertices,
and hence at most 2N RT regions. Then construct all 22N intersections of the RT regions
(some of which may be the empty set). If there exists an intersection H ⊆ G with more
than one vertex, then we can construct a strictly smaller graph G′ that also solves the
DBRP with the same input data, by preserving all edges which cross the boundary of H,
and connecting them all to a single internal vertex. See figure 3. Repeat this procedure
until no intersections with more than one vertex remain. Then the total number of vertices
in the graph is at most 22N .

Proposition 2 has the following important consequence.

Corollary 3. The DBRP is Turing-computable.

– 7 –
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A

B

C

D

E

Figure 3. A minimal graph with one vertex for every intersection of RT regions. (For a non-planar
graph there will in general be many more non-empty intersections, not shown here.)

Proof. To solve the DBRP for given input data, we first construct the graph of size 22N

from proposition 2, with one vertex for each intersection. We then write down a list of
exp(22N ) inequalities on the edge weights to express that each of the 2N min-cuts have at
least the correct values. Next, we loop over all exp(22N )2N tuples of cuts to be forced to
have at most the correct values. Finally, for each such tuple, we search for a solution to
the resulting system of inequalities using linear programming, halting whenever a solution
is found. This takes exp(exp(exp(N))) time overall.

Of course, we would like to be more efficient whenever possible.

2.3 Planarity

When trying to construct a graph representing a 2D bulk, one extremely natural require-
ment is that the graph be planar. A planar graph seems interpretable as a discrete analogue
of a 2-manifold with trivial topology (so in particular, no wormholes). One of the main
surprises of this paper is that, given any entropies for contiguous boundary regions, we can
always construct a planar bulk graph.

Having said that, we’ll see that planarity can break down when there are entropies of
non-contiguous boundary regions to account for — an especially natural situation when
there are multiple 1D boundaries. In this case, we can effectively force there to be worm-
holes in the bulk.

To show this, we’ll use the famous Kuratowski’s theorem [23], which says that a graph
G is planar if and only if it does not contain either the complete graph K5 or the complete
bipartite graph K3,3 as minors (i.e., if neither can be obtained from G via contractions
and deletions). Thus, it suffices to construct boundary regions whose entropies can only
be explained via K5 or K3,3. The set of geodesics which start and end on these boundary
regions can thus not be embedded into a 2-manifold; the geometry of a holographic state
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of which such a graph is a discretization must therefore contain wormholes through which
some of these geodesics pass. (Heuristically, we’d expect a graph embedding K3,3 to be
embedded in a graph with a multi-throated wormhole, while a graph containing K5 might
be embedded in a geometry with multiple separate two-sided wormholes, but we have not
investigated this question in detail.)

2.4 Entropic inequalities

Among vectors of 2N−1 − 1 nonnegative real numbers, not all are valid lists of entropies
for the subsystems of some N -partite pure quantum state. The set that’s valid is called
the entropy cone: “cone” because it can be shown to be closed under nonnegative linear
combinations (for a review, see e.g., [24]). Two inequalities which are valid for any quantum
state are subadditivity (SA),

S(ρAB) ≤ S(ρA) + S(ρB), (2.4)

and strong subadditivity (SSA),

S(ρABC) + S(ρB) ≤ S(ρAB) + S(ρBC), (2.5)

where A, B, and C can be any 3 disjoint subsystems. (Strong subadditivity implies sub-
additivity, as can be seen by taking the B system to be trivial, but it will sometimes be
convenient to refer to the latter separately.) For larger N , the complete list of inequalities
satisfied by the entropies of arbitrary N -partite quantum states is not yet known, nor is it
even known to be finite.

Within the entropy cone is the so-called holographic entropy cone: the set of entropy
vectors that correspond to N -partite quantum states with holographic duals. Formally, [6]
defined the N th holographic entropy cone as simply the set of entropy vectors v ∈ R2N−1

for which there exists a weighted, undirected graph G, with N boundary vertices and any
finite number of bulk vertices, such that for all subsets R ⊆ [N ] of the boundary vertices,
the value of a min-cut in G separating R from [N ] − R is exactly S(R). They justified
this definition by arguing that a holographic bulk dual, in the physics sense, can always be
converted to such a graph and vice versa.

It’s known that, for every N , the holographic entropy cone is defined by a finite list
of inequalities [6], and those inequalities can in principle be computed in finite time given
N . It’s known further that, for a pure state divided into N ≤ 3 regions, all true en-
tropy inequalities follow from SSA, meaning that the entropy cone and the holographic
entropy cone coincide. For N ≥ 4, however, there are additional inequalities that cause
the holographic entropy cone to be a strict subset of the full entropy cone [25].

One such inequality is called monogamy of mutual information, or MMI:

S(ρAB) + S(ρBC) + S(ρAC) ≥ S(ρA) + S(ρB) + S(ρC) + S(ρABC). (2.6)

All known inequalities that define the holographic entropy cone have proofs that consist
of “cutting and pasting” geodesics. As an example, we show cutting-and-pasting proofs
of subadditivity, strong subadditivity, and MMI in figures 4–6. We raise, as an open
question, whether there are inequalities defining the holographic entropy cone that don’t
have cutting-and-pasting proofs of this kind.

– 9 –
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A B

S(AB) ≤ S(A) + S(B)

Figure 4. Cutting and pasting proof of Subadditivity. To form a curve (though not necessarily a
minimal one) that separates the region AB from its complement, we can simply take the union of
a curve for A and a curve for B, as in the triangle inequality.

A B C

S(ABC) + S(B) ≤ S(AB) + S(BC)

Figure 5. Cutting and pasting proof of Strong Subadditivity. The union of the blue and red
curves has length S(AB) + S(BC). But the blue curve ends on ABC, and thus has length at least
S(ABC), while the red curve ends on B, and thus has length at least S(B).

A B C

S(A) + S(B) + S(C) + S(ABC) ≤ S(AB) + S(AC) + S(BC)

A B C

(1) (2)

Figure 6. Cutting and pasting proof of MMI. The proof is divided into two cases according whether
S(AC) (in purple) is equal to S(A) + S(C) (case (1)) or S(ABC) + S(B) (case (2)); the two cases
correspond to the disconnected and connected cases in figure 7, respectively. In both cases, the
union of the blue and red curves has length S(AB) + S(BC). In case (1), the length of the red
curve is lower-bounded by S(ABC) and the length of the blue curve is lower-bounded by S(B). In
case (2), the length of the red curve is lower-bounded by S(A) and the length of the blue curve is
lower-bounded by S(C). (The holographic proof of MMI in [5] combines these cases, but we have
separated them here for clarity.)
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2.5 Entropies from contiguous data

Given an ordering of N atomic regions on a single boundary, we can easily check whether
a set of regions is contiguous, that is, whether their union consists of only a single con-
nected component. For example, AB and BC are contiguous but (for N > 3) AC is not.
Furthermore, the complement of a contiguous region is itself contiguous.

Hence there are N(N−1)/2 =
(

N
2
)
independent entropies of contiguous regions. (When

N is even, we only need half of the size-N/2 regions.)
One might wonder: what is so special about the contiguous boundary regions, that

could justify finding a bulk model to explain their entropies alone? The significance is that,
as observed for example by [11]:

Proposition 4 (contiguous data suffices). If there is a single 1D boundary, and if the
bulk geometry is topologically trivial (e.g., does not contain wormholes), then the entropies
of the contiguous boundary regions determine the entropies of the non-contiguous boundary
regions as well.

The proof of proposition 4 is simply that, in the situation described, the RT surface
of a non-contiguous region R must be the union of RT surfaces of contiguous regions, or
equivalently, geodesics that start and end on the boundary. (This is so because, if some
component of R’s RT surface were not a geodesic, then we could decrease the total area
by replacing it with one.) But knowing the entropies of all the contiguous regions tells us
the lengths of all boundary-anchored geodesics.

Thus, suppose R is the union of k contiguous boundary regions R1, . . . , Rk. Then
to calculate the entropy S(R), we “merely” need to solve a combinatorial optimization
problem: namely, to take the minimum, over all sets of geodesics g1, . . . , gk whose union
separates R from its complement, of l(g1) + · · ·+ l(gk), where l(gi) is the length of gi. To
illustrate, in figure 7, we can calculate the entropy of the non-contiguous region AC as

S(AC) = min {S(A) + S(C), S(B) + S(D)} , (2.7)

minimizing over the two possibilities for how to separate AC from BD.
We remark that we implicitly assumed the validity of proposition 4, and (2.7) in

particular, in our proof of MMI in figure 6. One way to violate (2.7) is by adding an
EPR pair between A and C, producing a state that violates MMI and is therefore non-
holographic. Another is to change the topology of the boundary, e.g. by adding a second
boundary circle connected in the bulk by a wormhole, allowing for other minimal surfaces
beyond those possible for a single 1D boundary and trivial bulk topology.

In general, with k contiguous boundary regions R1, . . . , Rk, there are k! possibilities
for geodesics separating R = R1 ∪ · · · ∪ Rk from its complement. As observed by [11],
the problem of minimizing over those k! possibilities can be cast as an instance of the
minimum-weight perfect matching problem, for a bipartite graph H with k vertices on
each side. The left vertices of this H correspond to the left endpoints of the Ri’s as we
proceed around the circle clockwise, the right vertices correspond to their right endpoints,
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Figure 7. Obtaining the RT surfaces of disconnected regions as unions of RT surfaces of connected
regions. The red curve is the union of the RT surface of A (with length S(A)) and the RT surface
of C (with length S(C)); the blue curve is the union of the RT surface of ABC ≡ D (with
length S(D)) and the RT surface of B (with length S(B)). Both are extremal surfaces ending on
AC ≡ A ∪ C; we must therefore have S(AC) ≤ min (S(A) + S(C), S(B) + S(D)) . For a single
disconnected boundary, the validity of the RT formula implies that no further extremal surfaces
exist, and the inequality is saturated. When the red curve is the RT surface, we say that the
entanglement wedge of AC is disconnected; when the blue curve is the RT surface, we say it is
connected.

and the weight of an edge (v, w) is just the length of the minimal geodesic connecting v
and w. This matching problem is well-known to be solvable in time polynomial in k.

Hence, under the assumptions of a single 1D boundary and trivial topology, we can
represent the areas of exponentially many RT surfaces — those of the non-contiguous
regions — in terms of the areas of the

(
N
2
)
RT surfaces of the contiguous regions. This fact

is so useful that it motivates a definition: call an entropy vector v ∈ R2N−1−1
≥0 a matching

vector if all non-contiguous entropies in it are obtained from the
(

N
2
)
contiguous entropies

via minimization over perfect matchings, as in the prescription above. A matching vector,
despite its exponential length, is fully determined by polynomially many parameters.

Here we should pause to discuss a subtlety. As explained in section 2.4, the set of valid
holographic entropy vectors v ∈ R2N−1−1

≥0 forms a cone; that is, it’s closed under nonnegative

linear combinations. The set of valid contiguous entropy vectors, w ∈ R
(

N
2
)

≥0 , also forms
a cone. By contrast, the set of matching vectors — that is, the subset of R2N−1−1

≥0 that’s

obtainable from some contiguous entropy vector w ∈ R
(

N
2
)

≥0 via the matching prescription
— does not form a cone.

Here is an example that shows this: let A,B,C,D be the N = 4 atomic boundary
regions. In state ρ, we’ll have

S(A) = S(C) = 2,
S(B) = S(D) = 1,

S(AC) = S(BD) = min{S(A) + S(C), S(B) + S(D)} = 2, (2.8)
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with S(AB) = S(CD) and S(AD) = S(BC) taking any values consistent with Strong
Subadditivity. In state σ, we’ll have

S(A) = S(C) = 1,
S(B) = S(D) = 2,

S(AC) = S(BD) = min{S(A) + S(C), S(B) + S(D)} = 2. (2.9)

Hence in state ρ+ σ, assuming convexity we must have

S(A) = S(C) = 3,
S(B) = S(D) = 3,

S(AC) = S(BD) = 4. (2.10)

But
min{S(A) + S(C), S(B) + S(D)} = 6 > 4,

which gives us our contradiction.

3 The single 1D boundary case

Having said what we could about the general DBRP in the previous section, in this section
we radically specialize to the case where the N atomic regions live on a single, 1-dimensional
boundary (homologous to a circle). Furthermore, we assume that the input data consists
of entropies for contiguous boundary regions only; section 2.5 explained why this is a
reasonable choice.

3.1 Bulkless graphs

Suppose we are given the
(

N
2
)
independent contiguous entropies for N atomic regions on

a single boundary. By construction, any graph that solves the DBRP for this data must
have at least N vertices: the boundary vertices themselves. Assuming we don’t care about
planarity, how many additional vertices must be provided?

In this section, we show that the surprising answer is: zero additional vertices! More
precisely, consider any vector v ∈ R

(
N
2
)

≥0 of contiguous entropies that obeys strong subad-
ditivity (2.5) — or, equivalently, that gives rise to a point in the quantum entropy cone.
We show that v admits an N -vertex graph, which we call a bulkless graph, that solves the
DBRP. The bulkless graph for N = 7 is shown in figure 8.

Lemma 5 (bulkless graphs). Let a bulkless graph be a weighted undirected graph with
only N boundary vertices A,B,C, . . . . Suppose we are given the

(
N
2
)
entropies for the

contiguous boundary regions, and suppose they obey strong subadditivity (SSA). Then there
exists a bulkless graph (indeed, a unique such graph) that solves the DBRP for this data.
The edge weights for this graph can be computed in O(N2) time (i.e., linear in the amount
of input data).
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Figure 8. The bulkless graph for N = 7 vertices. We can think of the vertices as ordered around
a circle and connected by all possible chords. Cuts are given by chords that separate the boundary
vertices in a contiguous region R from those in its complement [N ]−R: for example, the blue chord
is a cut between ABC and DEFG.

Proof. A bulkless graph is just a complete graph on N vertices with appropriate edge
weights. Our problem is how to assign nonnegative weights so that each min-cut of the
graph gives the correct entropy.

Label the weight of an edge by the two boundary vertices it connects, e.g. wAB is the
weight of the edge connecting A and B. For any contiguous set of vertices L, there is a
unique min-cut separating L from [N ]−L: namely, the one that cuts all and only the edges
(i, j) with i ∈ L and j ∈ V − L. This cut has total weight

S(L) =
∑

i∈L,j∈V−L

wij . (3.1)

When L consists of more than one vertex, we must have, for any two disjoint contiguous
sets L1, L2 such that L = L1 ∪ L2,

S(L) = S(L1) + S(L2)− 2
∑

i∈L1,j∈L2

wij . (3.2)

This is because the min-cut for L is the sum of the weights of the edges separating L1 from
[N ]− L1 and L2 from [N ]− L2, except that the weights of the edges connecting L1 to L2
(and L2 to L1) must be omitted.

This gives a system of linear equations that can be solved for the weights by induction
in the size of L. For example, we have

S(AB) = S(A) + S(B)− 2wAB, (3.3)
S(BC) = S(B) + S(C)− 2wBC , (3.4)
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and so on. Rearranging, we see that

wAB = S(A) + S(B)− S(AB)
2 , (3.5)

wBC = S(B) + S(C)− S(BC)
2 , (3.6)

and so on; all such weights are nonnegative because of Subadditivity (2.4), which follows
from Strong Subadditivity (2.5).

Next consider the size-3 contiguous regions, e.g. ABC:

S(ABC) = S(AB) + S(C)− 2wAC − 2wBC

= S(AB) + (S(BC)− S(B)− S(C) + 2wBC) + S(C)− 2wAC − 2wBC

= S(AB) + S(BC)− S(B)− 2wAC , (3.7)

where in the first line we have taken L1 = AB,L2 = C in (3.2), and in the second line we
have added and subtracted S(BC) using (3.4). The above can be considered as a more
general form of (3.2), where L is divided into two overlapping regions, L = L1 ∪ L2 :

S(L) = S(L1) + S(L2)− S(L1 ∩ L2)− 2
∑

i∈L1−L2,j∈L2−L1

wij . (3.8)

Formula (3.8) suffices to solve for the remaining edge weights in the graph by expanding
the contiguous regions until they reach size N/2. For example, we have

wAC = S(AB) + S(BC)− S(B)− S(ABC)
2 , (3.9)

wAD = S(ABC) + S(BCD)− S(BC)− S(ABCD)
2 , (3.10)

and so forth.
All of these expressions for the weights involve only entropies of contiguous regions,

which are included in the input data; and all of the weights are nonnegative by Strong
Subadditivity (2.5), e.g. S(ABC) + S(B) ≤ S(AB) + S(BC). So, since the input data
obeys SSA, the N -vertex bulkless graph with weights given by (3.8) solves the DBRP for
this data. Furthermore, since each individual weight is fixed by (3.8), the graph is uniquely
specified.

Finally, note that we calculated each of the
(

N
2
)
edge weights as a linear combination

of at most 4 input entropies. This is trivial to do in O(N2) time.

Of course, every entropy vector obtained from a quantum state obeys SSA. So one
might wonder: how, if at all, does the bulkless graph “remember” that the input vector
v ∈ R

(
N
2
)

≥0 came specifically from a holographic state?
The answer is interesting and subtle. The bulkless graph indeed solves the DBRP for

arbitrary SSA-obeying contiguous data. Now, by relations such as (2.7), the bulkless graph
also solves the DBRP when given as input a full 2N−1 − 1-dimensional entropy vector —
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but only assuming the entropies of non-contiguous regions are given by the Bao-Chatwin-
Davies formula from section 2.5. In other words, our construction of a bulkless graph
doesn’t require the contiguous boundary entropies to behave like areas. It doesn’t even
care about (e.g.) the ordering of N atomic regions around the boundary, except insofar as
the ordering affects SSA! On the other hand, as soon as we ask about the entropies of non-
contiguous boundary regions, our construction will generally return the correct answers
only if it was applied to a genuine holographic state. More concretely, as we discussed in
section 2.5 above, the Bao-Chatwin-Davies formula will fail when the MMI inequality (2.6)
is violated, as occurs in generic non-holographic states.

On the positive side, the bulkless graph has only N vertices and
(

N
2
)
edges, and can

be constructed in linear time. On the negative side, it’s extremely far from being planar or
even “geometric.” However, as the next sections will show, if we use the bulkless graph as a
starting point, we can easily construct planar graphs that have the same min-cut structure.

3.2 The chord construction

As figure 8 already suggests, a bulkless graph can be “planarized” — made into a planar
graph — by placing the N vertices around a circle, drawing chords for the edges, and then
creating a new vertex at each intersection of chords3

Lemma 6 (chord construction). Given a bulkless graph G with N vertices which solves
the DBRP for contiguous input data, there exists a planar graph H with O(N4) vertices
and edges which solves the DBRP for the same data.

Proof. The proof is essentially pictorial: see figure 9. With the N vertices of the bulkless
graph G equally spaced around a circle, we first draw all possible chords between pairs of
vertices. We then place a new “bulk” vertex at each intersection of chords. There are

(
N
2
)

chords, and each pair of chords can intersect at most once, so this produces a planar graph
H with O(N4) vertices as well as O(N4) edges.

All that remains is to choose edge weights forH so that its min-cut structure is identical
to that of G. To do this, we simply let the weight of each edge e in H, equal the weight of
the edge in G (i.e., the chord) that e came from. For example, all edges along the chord
from A to C have weight wAC .

Because all weights in G are nonnegative, so too are all weights in H. Furthermore,
given any contiguous boundary region R, any cut in H separating R from [N ] − R must
intersect every chord of the form (v, w), for vertices v ∈ R and w 6∈ R. Now, let C be a cut
that itself arises from a chord drawn between R and [N ]−R. Then C intersects every such
chord (v, w) exactly once, and is therefore a min-cut between R and [N ] − R. Moreover,
the weight of this C is just the sum of the weights of all the chords (v, w) that it intersects
— the same as the weight of the corresponding min-cut in G. This shows that H has the
same min-cut structure as G, and solves the DBRP for the same input data that G did.

3Chords have recently played a role in quantum gravity, e.g. in the solution of the double-scaled SYK
model [26]. They arise here simply for their geometric role — we’re drawing straight lines that end on a
circle — and it would be surprising if, beyond this obvious fact, our chords have much to do with chords in
SYK and JT gravity.
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Figure 9. Chord construction for 7 atomic regions. Draw chords for the edges of the bulkless
graph, then place a new vertex wherever two chords intersect, to produce a planar graph with
O(N4) vertices and edges. Any given edge e of the bulkless graph gets broken up into many (up to
O(N2)) new edges, each of which inherits the same weight w(e) that the parent edge e had.

Note that, just as the bulkless graph for a given number of vertices was universal, so
too is the chord construction: besides the number of atomic regions N , all of the solution
information is contained in the weights rather than in the graph structure.

The chord construction solves the DBRP, at least in the case of contiguous entropy data
that comes from a single 1D boundary. However, it still has the defect that the number of
vertices and edges is ∼ N4: quadratically greater than the ∼ N2 parameters that we started
with. So, in the next subsection, we give a different construction of a planar bulk graph,
which solves the DBRP using only ∼ N2 vertices and edges: the information-theoretic
minimum.

3.3 The diamondwork construction

Our final construction of a universal planar bulk graph yields the following:

Theorem 7 (diamondwork graph). Suppose we are given the
(

N
2
)
entropies for the

contiguous boundary regions of a single boundary with N vertices, and suppose these en-
tropies obey SSA. There exists a planar graph which solves the DBRP for this input data
with N2/2 + O(N) vertices and N2 + O(N) edges. Furthermore, for each N this graph
is universal: only the edge weights depend on the input data, not the graph itself or the
min-cuts. The edge weights can be computed in O(N2) time, which is linear in the amount
of input data.

Proof. We will prove theorem 7 in three steps. We first describe how to construct the
diamondwork graph and assign weights to its edges in terms of the weights of the bulkless
graph (lemma 5) constructed from the same input data. We next show that for every
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Figure 10. The diamondwork construction for N = 7 atomic regions. The boundary, at the
bottom, is a circle, and so the left and right edges of the figure are identified. The kth layer inward
from the boundary (kth layer upward in the figure) has one vertex for each contiguous size-k region.
Each vertex is connected inwards (up in the figure) to the vertices representing the two contiguous
regions of size k + 1 it is contained in, and outwards (down in the figure) to the two contiguous
regions of size k − 1 it contains. For example, the vertex CE, representing the size-3 contiguous
region CDE, is connected inwards to BE and CF , and outwards to CD and DE. The graph for
N atomic regions has N vertices per layer, and (N + 1)/2 layers when N is odd (the case where
N is even is slightly more complicated). The weight of an edge is obtained from the weights wij of
the bulkless graph by extending the edge inward and taking the sum of the weights corresponding
to the vertices the extended edge hits. For example, the weight of the edge connecting BC to AC,
which extends through AC to CG, is therefore wAC + wCG. As argued in the text, this means
that min-cuts in the diamondwork graph have the same weights as min-cuts in the bulkless graph.
Min-cuts for the boundary regions B, CD, and EFG are shown in the figure.

contiguous region L, there exists a cut in the diamondwork graph with weight S(L). Fi-
nally, we show that these cuts are min-cuts, and hence that the diamondwork graph solves
the DBRP.

Throughout, we will refer extensively to figures 10 and 11, which depict the diamond-
work graph for N = 7. We will therefore work directly with the case of N odd, and only
sketch the modifications required for the N even case. It will sometimes be convenient
to refer to atomic regions by numbers rather than Roman letters, e.g. N denotes the last
atomic region.

First we define the diamondwork graph. As shown in figures 10 and 11, the graph
contains one vertex for each contiguous boundary region of size at most N/2. The vertices
are arranged in concentric layers: on the boundary, we have one vertex for each atomic
boundary region. Then, one layer inward, there’s a vertex for each contiguous boundary
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Figure 11. The diamondwork construction for N = 7 atomic regions, placed on a circular bound-
ary. The same min-cuts as in figure 10 are shown.

region of size 2, then a vertex for each region of size 3, and so on as we go deeper into the
bulk. Each layer is connected to the layers before and after it in a diamondlike pattern
(hence the name).

It remains to assign the edge weights. For convenience, we will write weights in terms
of the weights wij in the bulkless graph (lemma 5), which in turn can be written in terms
of the contiguous entropies via eq. (3.8). The rule for assigning edge weights is shown
pictorially in figure 10, and is this: the weight of any edge e, in the diamondwork graph, is
the sum of the bulkless weights wij , over all (i, j) that correspond to the vertices that one
reaches when one continues along e toward the center of the diamondwork. For example,
the weight of the edge connecting A to AB is wAB + wAC + · · · + wA,(N+1)/2. Since the
wij ’s are nonnegative, clearly these weights are nonnegative as well.

Equivalently, one can think about the diamondwork graph as a sum of many superim-
posed triangles Tij , one for each pair of boundary vertices i and j. The three vertices of
Tij are the boundary vertex i, the boundary vertex j, and the bulk vertex ij. The weight
of any edge e is then just the sum of wij , over all the triangles Tij to which e belongs.

Next we show that, for every contiguous boundary region L, there exists a cut in the
diamondwork graph of weight S(L) — the same as in the bulkless graph.

Recall (eq. (3.1)) that in the bulkless graph, for every contiguous boundary region L,
we had

S(L) =
∑

i∈L,j∈[N ]−L

wij . (3.11)

Assume for simplicity that i < j. Then it can be seen pictorially (figure 10) that the cut
Cij that starts to the left of i, heads upwards and rightwards, cutting only left-directed
edges until it cuts an edge connected to ij, then heads downwards and rightwards, cutting
only right-directed edges, until it ends to the right of j, has precisely this total weight.
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We can prove this as follows. We’ve seen that, for every edge e, the weight of e is the
sum of wij , over all triangles Tij = (i, j, ij) that contain e. But this means that the weight
of any cut C can be thought of as the sum of wij over all triangles Tij that C intersects —
provided that C intersects each triangle at most once. But the cut Cij defined above does
this, because both the cut and the triangles span at most N/2 boundary vertices each, so
there can be no “wraparound” effects, where a cut intersects the same triangle twice.

Indeed, the cut Cij is precisely the unique cut that passes exactly once through every
triangle with one vertex in L and one vertex in [N ]−L. Hence, by eq. (3.11), its weight is
exactly S(L).

When N is even, to ensure the above we need to modify the diamondwork construction
slightly, as follows. We have N/2 “normal” layers, and then one innermost layer, with vertex
labels of the form k, k + N/2. A triangle Tk,k+N/2 with a vertex in the innermost layer
contributes a weight of 1

2wk,k+N/2 to each edge e that it contains — so, half of a “normal”
triangle’s contribution. Observe that a cut Cij , as defined above, will intersect a triangle
of the form Tk,k+N/2 twice if it intersects it at all, and will pick up half of the wk,k+N/2
contribution at each intersection. We thereby preserve the property that the weight of Cij

equals the sum S(L) of the appropriate weights from the bulkless graph.
Lastly, we show that these cuts Cij , of weight S(L), are in fact min-cuts of the dia-

mondwork graph. We argued before that any cut separating L from [N ]− L must pass at
least once through every triangle with one vertex in L and one vertex in [N ]−L. The cut
Cij passes exactly once through every such triangle, and passes through no other triangles,
so the result is immediate.

As a final observation, we can calculate the relevant sums of wij ’s by starting with the
innermost edges of the diamondwork graph and working our way toward the boundary,
maintaining “running totals.” This yields an O(N2)-time algorithm, which is linear in the
amount of input data. Since we observed in lemma 5 that the bulkless weights wij are
themselves also computable in O(N2) time given the input data, the overall running time
is linear.

To build intuition, we can consider deforming the cut Cij either further into the bulk
or closer to the boundary. We can see pictorially that both deformations increase the
weight. For example, in figure 10, deforming the cut for CD so it passes above BD results
in picking up additional weight 2wBD, while deforming the cut so it passes below CD adds
additional weight 2wCD. In either case, the cut has been forced to enter, and then leave
again, a triangle that does not actually separate vertices in L from vertices in [N ]−L. The
fact that the cut cannot be locally deformed without increasing its weight corresponds to
the fact that a geodesic cannot be locally deformed without increasing its length.

3.4 Diamondwork examples

It’s instructive to consider a few examples, to see how varying the edge weights in the
otherwise fixed diamondwork graph can encode different bulk geometries.

First consider the situation shown in figure 12, where edges connecting vertices in layer
k and layer k + 1 have weight 1/k: in other words, the edge weights encode the harmonic
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Figure 12. The N = 7 diamondwork graph with harmonic edge weights.

series. As a direct consequence, the min-cut for a contiguous boundary region of size L
has a total weight of roughly 2 lnL (the factor of 2 arising because the geodesic needs to
go both inward and outward). Notably, this has the same dependence on L as the length
of a boundary-anchored geodesic in AdS geometry:

|γ|AdS = 2LAdS lnL/a, (3.12)

with a the UV cutoff, in the limit where L� LAdS, as well as the Cardy-Calabrese formula
for the entanglement entropy of a small subregion R of size L in a 1 + 1-dimensional
conformal field theory [27],

S(R) = c

3 lnL/a. (3.13)

Hence this example correctly reproduces, in our discrete setting, a central feature of
AdS/CFT: namely that the larger a region on the boundary, the deeper the RT surface for
that region penetrates into the bulk.

Second, consider another highly symmetric situation: a diamondwork graph with all
edge weights equal to 1, shown in figure 13. Here the weight of the min-cut is simply equal
to the number of edges it cuts, and hence the weight for a boundary region of size L grows
linearly with L. This is what we would get if, instead of penetrating into the bulk, the
geodesics simply hug the boundary. Imagine, for example, that the bulk is almost entirely
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Figure 13. The 7-region diamondwork graph with constant edge weights.

filled with a gigantic black hole. In that case, geodesics that start and end at the boundary
can never penetrate the event horizon; the best they can do is “go around it the long
way”, traversing the thin ring between the event horizon and the boundary. One subtlety
here is that, in figure 13, there are also min-cuts that penetrate arbitrarily deep into the
bulk (indeed there must be, since all the edge weights are equal). To sustain the “black
hole” interpretation, we have to say that those cuts are irrelevant; what is relevant is only
whether there exist cuts that hug the boundary (which there are). A second subtlety is
that black holes are usually associated to a nonzero temperature, and to mixed states,
while the diamondwork graph as we constructed it always describes a pure state — so if
figure 13 represents a black hole, then it’s a degenerate black hole.

In some particularly symmetric cases, we can write down the diamondwork weights di-
rectly, without needing to construct an auxiliary bulkless graph and pass through eq. (3.8).
For example, consider the case where all k-party contiguous unions of atomic regions have
identical entropy Sk, i.e. the entropy of atomic regions is S1, of unions of two atomic regions
S2, etc. Then the diamondwork graph, if it exists, can immediately be seen to have the
form shown in figure 14. Nonnegativity of the edge weights is enforced by Subadditivity
and Strong Subadditivity: Subadditivity (2.4) implies that

S1 ≤ S2 ≤ · · · ≤ Sk−1 ≤ Sk, (3.14)
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Figure 14. The 7-region diamondwork graph in the symmetric case where all one-party atomic
regions have entropy S1, all two-party regions have contiguous regions have entropy S2, etc.

while Strong Subadditivity (2.5) implies that

Sk − Sk−1 ≤ Sk−1 − Sk−2 ≤ · · · ≤ S3 − S2 ≤ S2 − S1. (3.15)

4 The multiple-boundary case

Having solved the case of a single 1D boundary with contiguous entropy data in section 3,
it’s natural to wonder how far we can generalize our bulk reconstruction methods. For
starters, what about the case of two 1D boundaries, which are connected via a wormhole?
Or for that matter, k 1D boundaries connected via a k-holed sphere (see figure 15)?

A central difficulty, in this case, is simply that the quantum state associated with a
single boundary B is no longer necessarily pure — that is, we might have S(B) > 0. And
we have been unable to generalize the diamondwork construction from section 3 from pure
to mixed states.

One way to understand the problem with mixed states is that we no longer have the
complementary recovery identity S(R) = S([N ] − R). Because of this, given N atomic
regions on a single boundary, the contiguous entropies now comprise N2 −N + 1 indepen-
dent real parameters rather than merely

(
N
2
)
. Hence, just information-theoretically, any
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Figure 15. Two- and three-boundary geometries with wormholes.

diamondwork graph would need to have ∼ N layers rather than only ∼ N/2. But the proof
of theorem 7 breaks down once we go beyond N/2 layers.

Another way to understand the problem with mixed states is that we can no longer
rely only on Strong Subadditivity (2.5) to ensure the existence of a bulk graph. At the
least, we also need the Monogamy of Mutual Information (2.6), as shown by the following
example of three atomic regions A,B,C in an overall mixed state:

S(A) = S(B) = S(C) = 4, (4.1)
S(AB) = S(BC) = S(AC) = 5, (4.2)

S(ABC) = 4. (4.3)

This example satisfies SSA (8 < 10) but violates MMI (16 > 15). Since MMI is a cutting-
and-pasting inequality (see figure 6), it is satisfied by all graphs, and hence no graph with
cut data matching these entropies exists.4

4.1 2-boundary counterexamples

Even if the diamondwork construction could be extended to mixed states, we now point
out yet a further problem with generalizing to multiple 1D boundaries. Namely, in the
multi-boundary case, it seems natural to allow input data about regions that span more
than one boundary. As soon as we do, however, we can get bulk graphs that are no longer
embeddable onto the appropriate 2D surfaces.

In more detail, suppose we have k circular boundaries B1, . . . , Bk, and the input
data consists of S(R1 ∪ · · · ∪ Rk) for all k-tuples of contiguous boundary regions R1 ⊆
B1, . . . , Rk ⊆ Bk. Then already when k = 2, we claim that there cannot be any solution
as simple as our solution to the single-boundary case. We will prove this in two senses:

(1) Even when there exists a solution, there does not always exist a planar solution (when
k = 2), or more generally, a solution that’s embeddable onto a sphere with k holes.

4We can purify the system by an additional region D, and think of this data as coming from a four-party
pure state. Then this example is a manifestation of our statement in section 2.4 that when N ≥ 4, the
holographic entropy cone no longer coincides with the quantum entropy cone, but is a strict subset.
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A B

A′ B′

Figure 16. A cutting-and-pasting proof that, if two pairs of straddling geodesics cross each other,
then they cannot be minimal surfaces. The four geodesics can be rearranged into four non-minimal
surfaces that end on A, A′, B and B′ respectively. Hence their combined length must exceed
S(A) + S(B) + S(A′) + S(B′).

(2) The set of input vectors v ∈ R
(

N
2
)k

≥0 that do admit planar solutions is not closed under
nonnegative linear combinations.

To start with (1), our counterexample will rely on the following lemma.5

Lemma 8. Consider a wormhole with two 1D boundaries. Let A and B be disjoint con-
tiguous regions on the left boundary, and let A′ and B′ be disjoint contiguous regions on
the right boundary. Suppose the only RT surfaces for the regions AB′ and BA′ both involve
‘straddling’ geodesics, i.e. geodesics that pass between two boundaries. Then those geodesics
cannot cross each other.

Proof. We give a pictorial proof in figure 16. Briefly, we assume by contradiction that
the only RT surfaces for AB′ and BA′ both contain straddling geodesics. We then cut-
and-paste those geodesics, rearranging them into non-minimal surfaces for A, B, A′, and
B′ separately. Taking unions, this gives us non-minimal surfaces for AB′ and BA′ sepa-
rately. Since the total area of these surfaces equals the total area of the surfaces that we
started with, and since neither new surface contains a straddling geodesic, this gives us our
contradiction.

Using lemma 8, we can now show that, when there are two circular boundaries, it’s no
longer true that all input data can be explained by a planar graph if it can be explained
by any graph at all.

Theorem 9. Consider a wormhole with two 1D boundaries. Let A,B,C be disjoint con-
tiguous regions on the left boundary, and let A′, B′, C ′ be disjoint contiguous regions on the
right boundary. Then there exist entropies for the 9 regions AA′, AB′, AC ′, BA′, BB′,
BC ′, CA′, CB′, CC ′ that can be explained by some bulk graph, but not by any planar bulk
graph (or equivalently, by any bulk graph embeddable onto the wormhole itself).

5A similar construction, forbidding minimal surfaces which cross each other, appeared in section 3.5
of [28]. (We thank an anonymous reviewer for JHEP for bringing this construction to our attention.).
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A B

C

A′ B′

C′

Figure 17. The non-planar graph K3,3 embedded into a two-boundary geometry, via 9 pairs of
straddling geodesics.

Proof. We set
S(A) = S(B) = S(C) = S(A′) = S(B′) = S(C ′) = 3, (4.4)

and

S(AA′) = S(AB′) = S(AC ′) = S(BA′)
= S(BB′) = S(BC ′) = S(CA′) = S(CB′) = S(CC ′) = 4. (4.5)

We then, crucially, have

S(AA′) < S(A) + S(A′), S(AB′) < S(A) + S(B′), (4.6)

and so on for the other 7 combinations. Now observe that, if there existed an RT surface for
AA′ that did not contain straddling geodesics, then we would necessarily have S(AA′) =
S(A) + S(A′), and likewise for the other combinations. So we conclude that, for each of 9
of the regions AA′, AB′, etc., any RT surface must indeed contain straddling geodesics.

But this means that, whatever our bulk graph, it must give rise to pairs of straddling
geodesics in a pattern isomorphic to the complete bipartite graph K3,3 (see figure 17).
Since K3,3 is non-planar, this implies that at least two pairs of straddling geodesics must
cross each other in any planar graph model. But this contradicts lemma 8. Hence there is
no planar graph model.

On the other hand, the entropies above can easily be completed to a complete list of
input entropies for which K3,3 itself, with a weight of 1 on each edge, provides a non-planar
graph model. We simply need to set

S(AB) = S(BC) = S(CA) = S(A′B′) = S(B′C ′) = S(C ′A′) = 6, (4.7)
S(ABC) = S(A′B′C ′) = 9, (4.8)

S(ABA′) = S(ABB′) = S(ABC ′) = S(BCA′) = S(AA′B′) = · · · = 5. (4.9)
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Contrast the above the case of a single boundary, where it surprisingly turned out that
every contiguous entropy vector that has any realization at all has a planar realization.

We next prove statement (2).

Theorem 10. Consider a wormhole with two 1D boundaries. Let there be 3 atomic regions
per boundary, labeled A,B,C on the left boundary and A′, B′, C ′ on the right boundary. Let
an input vector, v ∈ R63

≥0, specify S(R) for every nonempty subset R ⊆ {A,B,C,A′, B′, C ′}.
Let V be the subset of input vectors for which there exists a planar graph model. Then V

is not closed under convex combinations.

Proof. We’ll define three entropy vectors, v1, v2, v3 ∈ R63
≥0. All three will have

S(A) = S(B) = S(C) = S(A′) = S(B′) = S(C ′) = 1. (4.10)

The values of S(AB), S(BC), S(CA), S(A′B′), S(B′C ′), S(C ′A′), and S(ABC) = S(A′B′C ′)
won’t matter for this construction; we can simply choose any values for which planar graph
models exist (which is not hard to arrange).

What does matter is this:

• v1 has S(AA′) = S(BB′) = S(CC ′) = 1,

• v2 has S(AB′) = S(BC ′) = S(CA′) = 1,

• v3 has S(AC ′) = S(BA′) = S(CB′) = 1,

while in all three cases the “other” straddling entropies are all 2: for example, v1 has

S(AB′) = S(BC ′) = S(CA′) = S(AC ′) = S(BA′) = S(CB′) = 2. (4.11)

We now consider the nonnegative linear combination v1 + v2 + v3. This satisfies

S(A) = S(B) = S(C) = S(A′) = S(B′) = S(C ′) = 3, (4.12)

while

S(AA′) = S(AB′) = S(AC ′) = S(BA′) = S(BB′) = S(BC ′)
= S(CA′) = S(CB′) = S(CC ′) = 2 + 2 + 1 = 5, (4.13)

which is strictly less than

6 = S(A) + S(A′) = S(A) + S(B′) = · · · . (4.14)

Just like in theorem 9, this implies that the 9 regions AA′, AB′, AC ′, BA′, BB′, BC ′,
CA′, CB′, CC ′ all require pairs of geodesics that straddle the wormhole. Hence these
geodesic pairs have the pattern of the non-planar graph K3,3 and there must be at least
one crossing. So, again applying lemma 8, we find that no graph model for v1 +v2 +v3 can
be planar. Hence the set V of input data that admits a planar graph model is not closed
under convex combination.
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Note that, even with a single boundary, if the input data can consist of entropies for
non-contiguous regions, then by adapting the above counterexamples — and in particular,
by embedding (say) the complete graph K5 via straddling geodesics — we can create
situations where there exists a bulk graph, but there does not exist any planar bulk graph.
In other words, the key to the above counterexamples is not multiple boundaries per se,
but rather the non-contiguous input data that multiple boundaries make natural.

4.2 Size upper bound for embeddable graphs

Stepping back, we saw in subsection 4.1 that, when we try to generalize our methods to
handle multiple boundaries, a new phenomenon arises: namely, we now encounter geodesics
that are not, themselves, the RT surfaces of any boundary region. We called these “strad-
dling geodesics.” These geodesics gave rise to graph models that were no longer embeddable
on the relevant 2D surfaces — even by taking convex combinations of input vectors that
do give rise to embeddable graph models.

Nevertheless, straddling geodesics are still minimal geodesics. As such, they have the
crucial property that any two such geodesics intersect in at most one point (see figure 18).
By using this property, we can prove an upper bound of O(N4) on the number of vertices
that could ever be needed in a bulk graph, assuming that the bulk graph is embeddable onto
a 2D surface with one hole for each boundary. This, of course, is dramatically better than
the generic 22N upper bound on the number of vertices from proposition 2. It’s not as good
as the O(N2) from the diamondwork construction, nor does it lead to a polynomial-time
(let alone linear-time) algorithm for finding the graph. These we leave as open problems.

Theorem 11 (embeddable graphs need only O(N4) vertices). Let S be a 2D surface
with k circular boundaries, which are divided into N atomic regions in total. Given a list of
entropies for various unions of those atomic regions (which need not be contiguous), suppose
there exists a weighted, undirected graph G solving the DBRP which can be embedded onto
S. Then there exists another graph H with at most O(N4) vertices, which is also embeddable
onto S and which has the same min-cuts as G for all boundary regions.

Proof. Because G is embeddable onto a 2D surface S, every min-cut can be represented as
(possibly a finite union of) curves on S, which we call geodesics. It suffices to consider the(

N
2
)
geodesics that start and end at the points between atomic boundary regions. Just as

in the proof of proposition 2, we can reproduce the min-cut structure of G using at most
one vertex in each region formed from the intersections of these geodesics. So it suffices to
upper-bound the number of such intersection regions.

Recall that we can always choose the geodesics so that every pair crosses each other at
most once (see figure 18). LetM ≤

(
N
2
)
be the number of minimally-intersecting geodesics,

and imagine drawing them one at a time according to some ordering. Then the tth geodesic
can create a new region by intersecting one of the previous t−1 geodesics, or by intersecting
the boundary at the end of its route. Hence, letting f(t) be the number of regions formed
by the first t geodesics, we have the recurrence relation f(t) ≤ f(t− 1) + t, with base case
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Figure 18. Ensuring that two geodesics cross at most once. In the left figure, the red and blue
curve cross each other multiple times. However, between each crossing, we can pick whichever curve
has smaller length between the crossings, and use that for both curves, offsetting them by a slight
amount to prevent intersection. This process can be continued until at most one crossing remains.
The right figure shows the use of this procedure to eliminate the top two crossings in the left figure.

f(0) = 1. The solution is of course

f(M) = M(M + 1)
2 + 1 = O(N4). (4.15)

We note that, not by coincidence, the sequence of integers f(1), f(2), . . . from theo-
rem 11 is the so-called “Lazy Caterer’s Sequence”, giving the maximum number of pieces
into which a circular cake can be divided using M straight cuts.

From an algorithmic standpoint, the obvious drawback of theorem 11 is that it requires
an embeddable bulk graph as its starting point. Nevertheless, theorem 11 is already enough
to imply the following:

Corollary 12. Let S be a 2D surface with k circular boundaries. Then given as input the
entropies S(R1), . . . , S(RL) ≥ 0 for any list of boundary regions R1, . . . , RL (which need
not be contiguous), the decision problem of whether the S(Ri)’s admit a graph model that’s
embeddable onto S is in NP (Nondeterministic Polynomial-Time).

Proof. Note that we can express each Ri as the union of at most N/2 atomic boundary
regions. So by theorem 11, if a graph model G embeddable onto S exists, then such a G
exists with at most O(L4) vertices. We are almost done, but to get an NP witness, we also
need the technical fact that whenever G exists, we can choose weights for its edges that
are expressible with only polynomially many bits each. This follows from the fact that,
once we know the set of edges in the min-cut for each Ri, we can express the vector of edge
weights as the solution to a linear program, albeit one with exp(L) constraints. We can
then construct a basic feasible solution using Gaussian elimination.
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Note that, whenever we can find disjoint unions of boundary regions that all require
straddling geodesics, such that those geodesics have the pattern of K3,3 or some other
non-planar graph, that constitutes a certificate that there can be no planar bulk graph.
And likewise for any higher-genus surface S: to construct a no-certificate, it suffices to
find straddling geodesics forming a graph that cannot be embedded onto S. However,
it is unclear whether such certificates exist whenever there is no embeddable graph, and
whether they can be found in polynomial time whenever they exist. Note that, if the first
statement is true, then the embeddable DBRP is in the class NP ∩ coNP; if both are true,
then the problem is in P.

5 Discussion and open problems

Having presented our main results, we conclude with some possible generalizations and
open research directions.

Higher dimensions. The immediate obstacle we face when the boundary has more
than one spatial dimension is that there is now an exponential, rather than polynomial,
number of contiguous regions. It is an interesting question whether there is a different,
polynomially-sized set of entropic data which suffices, in some cases, to reproduce the rest
of the entropy — that is, is there a higher-dimensional analogue of eq. (2.7)? One obvious
candidate on a 2-dimensional boundary would be the set of discs of a fixed radius. However,
it is unclear what the appropriate generalizations of our bulkless, chord, or diamondwork
constructions would be. Perhaps we no longer want a graph at all, but a simplicial complex.

Beyond RT: dynamics and corrections. Note that (2.7) requires the RT formula to
hold exactly; if we create, for example, an EPR pair shared between A and C, it is clear
that the left hand side will decrease while the right hand side will not change. (If we create
many EPR pairs, the ER=EPR conjecture [29] suggests that we will form a wormhole, and
thus be back in the purview of section 4.) All of our graph constructions should therefore
be understood to be discretizations of fully classical geometries. Furthermore, we have
tacitly assumed that all of the extremal surfaces lie on a single timeslice of the bulk. In
general, this need not be the case: there exist dynamical spacetimes, such as collapsing
shockwave geometries, where extremal surfaces are not spacelike. In cases like this, we
should use not the RT formula but the HRT formula [28, 30], which correctly prescribes
the appropriate way to extremize over such surfaces. We did not consider such dynamical
spacetimes further in the body of the paper, where we were really trying to reconstruct a
discrete bulk geometry at one point in time rather than a full spacetime. There doesn’t
seem to be any fundamental obstacle to trying to discretize a spacetime rather than a
graph, but it would have to be a discretization of at least a three-dimensional manifold,
with all the difficulties discussed before. For some existing work on entropy relations and
discretizations for dynamical spacetimes, see [15, 31].

Beyond min-cuts. We commented at the outset that in some sense the DBRP is the
inverse of the classical min-cut problem: instead of being given a fixed graph and asked to
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compute the min-cut separating two sets of vertices, we are given cut-values and asked to
construct a graph. It would be interesting to understand the relation of the DBRP to other
min-cut (and max-flow) problems. For example, in the multiflow literature, a flow is said to
lock a region if it saturates the bound given by the max-flow/min-cut theorem, and various
“locking theorems” guarantee the existence of flows that lock all contiguous boundary
regions simultaneously [32, 33]. Is there any relation to our results, which also involve a
special role for contiguous boundary regions? Also, once we’re considering max-flows in
addition to min-cuts, do the so-called quantum max-flows (e.g., [34]) play any interesting
role in AdS/CFT, and if so can we construct bulk graphs that account for them?

More about multiple boundaries. We showed in section 4 that, when straddling
geodesics exist, in general there is no planar graph that reproduces the boundary entropies.
Nevertheless, theorem 11 tells us that there exists a polynomial set of input data — the
lengths of all N2 geodesics, both RT surfaces and those passing between boundaries —
which suffices to reproduce the entropy vector. One obstruction to passing from this
observation to a graph is that it is unclear how to derive the lengths of geodesics that
are not themselves RT surfaces from the entropy vector. Can this be done? Along similar
lines, in section 4 we worked with the O(N2k) entropies of unions of contiguous regions. Yet
theorem 11 again shows that embeddable graphs, which include those with the topology of
a k-punctured sphere, need at most O(N4) vertices, independent of the value of k. Does
this mean there is a smaller set of input data — for example, the entropies of all pairs
of contiguous boundary regions — that already suffices to determine the entropies of all
boundary regions? If so, is there some way to use that input data to construct versions of
bulkless or diamondwork graphs that work for multi-boundary geometries, or even just a
single boundary in a mixed state?

From weights to geometry. As shown in section 3, our various graph constructions
(bulkless, chord, diamondwork) for a single boundary encode all of the geometric informa-
tion in the edge weights and none in the graph structure: that is what it means for them to
be “universal.” To think of the graph as an actual discrete geometry, we might instead want
to move the geometric information from the weights to the graph structure. Forthcoming
work by one of us and collaborators [35] presents an approximate numerical algorithm to
accomplish this task. Furthermore, once we have a graph it’s natural to wonder whether we
can use it, not just to compute entropies, but to define a discretized version of a quantum
state, by putting a tensor network on top of the graph. Of our various graph constructions,
the diamondwork construction, which has the information-theoretically minimal number of
required vertices, seems most suitable to host a tensor network, and it would be interesting
to investigate this further.

Graphs beyond holography. Because our graph constructions take only the contiguous
entropies as input, they can be applied even to entropy vectors outside the holographic
entropy cone. In that case, however, our constructions would produce graphs that generate
“wrong” predictions for the entropies of some non-contiguous regions. Can we understand
the failure of those predictions in any quantitative detail? What about for entropy vectors
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that are outside the holographic entropy cone, but still in the stabilizer entropy cone (see,
e.g., [36])? More generally, what insight can we glean from our graph constructions about
the holographic entropy cone itself?

Recovering the quantum state. In general, an entropy vector represents an equiv-
alence class of quantum states living on N -partite Hilbert spaces, all of which share the
same von Neumann entropies of their reduced density matrices. Given an entropy vector,
can we efficiently prepare a state |ψ〉 with the appropriate entropies? In other words, can
we go in the opposite direction from this paper: from entropy vector to boundary, rather
than from entropy vector to bulk? Can we at least do this for matching vectors, in which
all entropies can be obtained from the contiguous ones? There are existing constructions
in the literature to provide CFT states [6] and stabilizer tensor networks [10] which auto-
matically satisfy the RT formula for a given set of boundary subregions, but both require
an infinitely large Hilbert space. Can we do better than this? We note that it’s not hard
to construct a state |ψ〉 that reproduces the entropies of the contiguous regions, by start-
ing with the bulkless graph, with edge weights {wij}, and then inserting wij EPR pairs
(or fractional EPR pairs) between the atomic regions i and j, for all i, j. However, this
state will correspond to a geometry with numerous wormholes, and will yield wildly wrong
predictions for the entropies of non-contiguous regions.

Unordered regions. In this paper, we studied how to produce a bulk graph given
entropies of contiguous 1D boundary regions — but always under the assumption that
we knew the order of atomic regions around the boundary, as well as which entropies
correspond to which boundary regions. What if we no longer know one or both of those
things, and are just handed a “bag of entropies” to make sense of? Do we then get an NP-
hard reconstruction problem? Or possibly something equivalent to the so-called turnpike
problem in computer science [37]?
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